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Game Menu

TheGame menu includes commands.

For more information, select the Game menu command name.

Beginner
Intermediate
Advanced
Top 10
Exit



+Options Menu

The Options menu includes commands.

For more information, select the Options menu command name.

Compete Against Timer
Compete Against Tries
Play Against Best Time
Play Against Best Tries
Sound



Help Menu

The Help menu includes commands.

For more information, select the Help menu command name.

Index
Using Help
Registering This Copy
About The ASP
About Auto Concentration



Playing the Game

The game of Auto Concentration consists of locating a matching pairs of symbols.    The 
player begins the game and can compete against the timer or tries.    When all items are 
paired up the game is complete.



Rules of the Game

The rules consist of choosing one item then choosing another.    If the symbols match the 
boxes will remain open.    If there is not a match the boxes will close and the player may 
continue.    At not giving time will there be more than 2 boxes open.    Once all of the symbols
are matched up the game is complete.    The time will keep track of running time of the 
game.    The tries will keep track of each time a box is opened or closed by the player.    This 
does not include when a mismatch occurs and the boxes are closed.



Game Beginner

The Beginner level of Auto Concentration consists of a 4X4 matrix with 8 different symbols 
to be matched up.



Game Intermediate

The Intermediate level of Auto Concentration consists of a 6X6 matrix with 18 sysmbols to 
be matched up.



Game Advanced

The Advanced level of Auto Concentration consists of a 6X10 matrix with 30 symbols to be 
matched up.



Game Top 10

The Top 10 is a list of the top 10 games for the particular option settings.    For example the 
top 10 listed for the Beginner level and playing against the timer.



Game Exit

The Exit option is the way of exiting the game.



Options Compete Against Timer

The Compete Against Timer option keeps track of the time it takes the player to finish the 
game.    The player is competing against the timer not the tries .



Options Compete Against Tries

The Compete Against Tries options keeps track of the number of tries it takes the player to 
finish the game.    The player is competing against the number of tries not the timer.



Options Play Against Best Time

The Play Against Best Time option starts the timer and the player must finish the game 
before the best time has elapsed.    The player is competing against the best time not the 
best tries.



Options Play Against Best Tries

The Play Against Best Tries option keeps track of the number of tries to finish the game.    
The player must complete the game before the best number of tries.    The player competes 
against the number of tries not the timer.



Options Sound

The Sound option turns the sound On if it is Off or Off if the sound is On.



Help Index

The Help Index displays all of the items of the help menu.



Help Using Help

The Using Help Section is the help option for the Windows program.



Help Register this Copy

The Register this Copy section displays important information for registering this copy of 
Auto Concentration.    This section will include the price and address for registering.



Help About the ASP

The About the ASP section includes information required by the ASP.    This states that the 
product is complying with the rules and regulations as a qualified member and a product 
backed by the ASP



Help About Auto Concentration

The About Auto Concentration section displays information about the product.    The aurthors
and copywrite information are also displayed here.




